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Femtosecond (fs) coherent control of collective order parameters is important for non–equilibrium
phase dynamics in correlated materials. Here we propose a possible scheme for fs control of a
ferromagnetic order parameter based on non–adiabatic optical manipulation of electron–hole (e–h)
photoexcitations between spin–orbit–coupled bands that are exchange–split by magnetic interaction
with local spins. We photoexcite fs carrier spin–pulses with controllable direction and time profile
without using circularly–polarized light, via time–reversal symmetry–breaking by non–perturbative
interplay between spin–orbit and magnetic exchange coupling of coherent photocarriers. We manip-
ulate photoexcited fs spin–orbit torques to control complex switching pathways of the magnetization
between multiple magnetic memory states. We calculate the photoinduced fs magnetic anisotropy in
the time domain by using density matrix equations of motion rather than the quasi–equilibrium free
energy. By comparing to pump–probe experiments, we identify a “sudden” magnetization canting
induced by laser excitation, which displays magnetic hysteresis absent in static magneto–optical
measurements and agrees with switchings measured by Hall magnetoresistivity. The fs magneti-
zation canting switches direction with magnetic state and laser frequency, which distinguishes it
from nonlinear optical and demagnetization longitudinal effects. By shaping two–color laser–pulse
sequences analogous to multi–dimensional Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, we
show that sequences of clockwise or counter–clockwise fs spin–orbit torques can enhance or suppress
magnetic ringing and switching rotation at any desired time. We propose protocols that can provide
controlled access to four magnetic states via consequative 90o switchings.
PACS numbers: 78.47.J-, 75.50.Pp, 75.30.Hx, 75.78.Jp
I. INTRODUCTION
Femtosecond (fs) control of switching between con-
densed matter states1–4 may address challenges posed
by multi–functional devices for information storage and
processing on a single chip at up–to–thousand–times
faster terahertz speeds. One of the main obstacles for
widespread use of magnetic materials in such applica-
tions is the lack of efficient control of magnetization.
Fast spin manipulation is one of the main challenges for
spin-electronics, spin–photonics, magnetic storage, and
quantum computation.5 To meet this challenge, differ-
ent magnetic systems must be explored. In diverse sys-
tems ranging from ferromagnetic semiconductors6–8 to
doped topological insulators,9,10 magnetic effects arise
from exchange interactions (∝ S · s) between two dis-
tinct sub–systems: mobile, spin–orbit–coupled electron
spins (s) and magnetic local moments (S).11 These in-
teractions couple, for example, magnetic impurity spins
with Dirac fermions in topological insulators9 or valence–
band holes in (III,Mn)V semiconductors.6 Such couplings
break time–reversal symmetry and resut in ferromagnetic
states with two distinct but strongly–coupled collective–
spin order parameter components.6,9 When brought out
of thermodynamic equilibrium, interacting mobile and lo-
cal collective spins allow more “knobs” for manipulating
ultrafast magnetism12 by using fs laser pulses.
As is known in both semiconductors13–17 and
metals,18–20 depending on the timescale, a distinction
must be made between e–h quantum excitations, non–
thermal e and h populations, and Fermi–Dirac popula-
tions (see the schematic in Fig. 1(a)). Initially, only
coherent e–h pairs are photoexcited (left part of Fig.
1(a)). At a second stage, scattering events lead to the de-
cay of these quantum excitations within a time–interval
T2. When T2<100fs, such dephasing occurs during the
laser pulse and the treatment of e–h coherence is nec-
essary only for describing the nonlinear fs photoexcita-
tion processes. The contribution of e and h populations
of the photoexcited states is important when their re-
laxation/thermalization time T1 is not too short com-
pared to the ∼100fs timescales of interest.18 Such non–
thermal populations redistribute between the band states
as they relax into hot Fermi–Dirac distributions within
T1 (Fig. 1(a)).
18 This relaxation occurs after picosecond
(ps) times (via emission of multiple phonons) or faster
(10’s to 100’s of fs via Coulomb interactions).
While the quantum kinetics of charge photoexcitations
is well–studied,13,18 fs non–adiabatic magnetic correla-
tion is not well–understood.1,3,4,21 Collective spin dy-
namics is triggered when coupled magnetic order param-
eter components are “suddenly” brought out of equilib-
rium during coherent photoexcitation. Photoinduced co-
herent, non–thermal, and hot–Fermi–Dirac mobile car-
rier spins interact with the collective local spin during
ultra–short timescales. Their relative contributions de-
pend on laser intensity and frequency, relaxation pa-
rameters, material properties, and probed timescales.
2Pulse–shaping22 and sequences of fs laser–pulses anal-
ogous to multidimensional NMR spectroscopy15,23 of-
fer additional possibilities for clarifying and controlling
such transient magnetic response. Here we show that
coherent optical control of non–equilibrium mobile car-
rier spin induced by non–thermal population imbalance
can suppress or start magnetization ringing or switch-
ing rotation at any time, by exerting fs spin–orbit torque
sequences in the appropriate directions. In this non–
adiabatic way, we can control magnetic states with-
out relying on magnetic field pulses, circularly–polarized
light,17,24,25 demagnetization,8,26–28 precession phase,37
or quasi–thermal processes.2,29–32
The fs photoexcitation of (Ga,Mn)As has revealed dif-
ferent transient magneto–optical responses, such as ul-
trafast increase (decrease) of magnetization amplitude
under weak (strong) excitation8,27,33 and magnetiza-
tion re–orientation due to spin–torque17,25 and spin–
orbit torque.3,34,35 There is mounting evidence that non–
thermal magnetic processes play an important role in the
fs magnetization time evolution.3,17,34,35 Such (III,Mn)V
heterostructures are advantageous for optical control
of magnetic order due to their well–characterized opti-
cal and electronic properties and manipulable carrier–
induced ferromagnetism. Useful for demonstrating our
theoretical predictions is that these systems have four
different in-plane magnetic states (X+, Y +, X−, and
Y −) due to bi–axial magnetic anisotropy between the
[100] and [010] crystallographic axes (Fig. 1(b) and Ap-
pendix A). While in conventional ferromagnets switching
involves spin–flipping between two magnetic states (spin–
up/spin–down), the existence of four magnetic states al-
lows for more complex multi–state switching pathways.
Their experimental observation can validate more elab-
orate magnetization coherent control schemes, such as
the one proposed here. Four–state magnetic memories
are also useful for ultra–high–density magnetic record-
ing. Two equivalent easy axes double the recording den-
sity, by recording two bits of information on the same
spot.36 To take advantage of multi–state magnetic mem-
ories for ultrafast spintronics applications, we must be
able to selectively access all magnetic states in any de-
sired sequence. There is no generally accepted scheme
for this. However, optical spin manipulation has already
reached a high level of sophistication3,8,17,24,32,34,36–41
and control of magnetization on a 100ps timescale has
been demonstrated in various systems, by using mag-
netic field or laser–generatedmagnetic pulses42–44 or pho-
toinduced effects.2,45 Two outstanding challenges have to
be better addressed: (i) how to initiate and stop con-
trolled deterministic switchings during fs time intervals,
(ii) how to suppress the magnetic ringing associated with
switchings, which limits the prospects for high–speed
applications.46 From a more general perspective, the dy-
namical disentanglement of degrees of freedom that are
strong–coupled in equilibrium, e.g. the mobile and lo-
cal collective spin sub–systems studied here, may lead
to a better understanding of correlated systems.1,4,47,48
The advantage of using spin–charge quantum kinetics
to overcome the limitations of incoherent processes for
meeting the above challenges is now beginning to be
recognized.1,3,4,17,40,41,49,50
This work contributes to the debate of how fs co-
herent photoexcitation could drive and control ultrafast
switchings1,12 and magnetic ringing.46 We consider the
very early non–thermal and coherent temporal regimes
and focus mostly on magnetization changes during the fs
laser pulse. We show that, by choosing appropriate se-
quences of time–delayed laser pulses, we can control the
direction, magnitude, and time–profile of the short–lived
non–thermal photocarrier spin. The latter drives the
magnetization away from equilibrium by exerting fs spin–
orbit torque on the collective local spin. By coherent ma-
nipulation of the e–h photoexcitations, we photogenerate
a controlled population imbalance between spin–orbit–
coupled/exchange–split bands. Such photoexcited band
carrier population and spin imbalance is not restricted
by the chemical potential or temperature and leads to
a fully controllable “sudden” magnetization canting in
selected directions at desirable times. Based on direct
control of the above non–thermal processes by the opti-
cal field, we propose possible protocols that drive com-
plex 360o magnetization pathways involving sequential
90o deterministic switchings between four different mag-
netic memory states. Such spin control, as well as sup-
pression of both magnetic ringing and switching rota-
tions, are possible without circularly–polarized light due
to relativistic spin–orbit coupling of the photocarriers.
For linearly–polarized fs optical pulses, we show that the
photoexcited carrier spin direction and amplitude is de-
termined by the competition between spin–orbit coupling
with characteristic energy ∆so∼340meV given by the Γ–
point energy splitting of the GaAs spin–orbit–split va-
lence band, and the S·smagnetic exchange coupling, with
characteristic energy ∆pd=βcS∼100meV in Ga(Mn)As,
6
where S and c denote the Mn spin amplitude and con-
centration respectively and β is the magnetic exchange
constant. The time–reversal symmetry breaking can
be characterized by the energy ratio ∆pd/∆so(∼1/3 in
(Ga,Mn)As). It leads to fs photoexcitation of short–
lived mobile spin–pulses (s), whose direction is controlled
by selectively populating the continua of exchange–split
heavy–hole (HH) or light–hole (LH) spin–orbit–coupled
band states with different spin superpositions. We model
the fs nonlinear photoexcitation processes, driven by se-
quences of time–delayed laser–pulse–trains, with density
matrix equations–of–motion13 describing carrier popula-
tions coupled non–perturbatively to inter–band coher-
ences and local spins. Our time–domain calculations
describe a non–equilibrium magnetic anisotropy during
the laser pulse, which we estimate by treating strong
band non–parabolicity and spin–orbit couplings using
the tight–binding bandstructure of GaAs with mean–field
magnetic exchange interaction.6,51 We relate the calcu-
lated coherent photoexcitation of fs spin–orbit torque to
existing experiments and make predictions for new ones
3FIG. 1: (Color online) (a): Schematic of two contributions to the transient magnetic anisotropy: e–h excitations (non–thermal
and coherent carrier contribution, left part) and Fermi sea holes (thermal contribution, right part). For ~ωp∼3.1eV, the holes
are excited in high–k, non–parabolic, HH or LH exchange–split valence band states. (b): The thermal hole Fermi sea free energy
gives four in–plane magnetic memory states X+, Y +, X−, and Y −, slightly tilted from the corresponding crystallographic axes.
to observe switchings by using pulse–shaping.22
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II
we discuss the symmetry–breaking processes leading
to photoexcitation of a 100fs mobile carrier spin–pulse
with direction and magnitude that depend on the ratio
∆pd/∆so. In Section III we compare theory and exper-
iment to demonstrate coherent control of fs spin–orbit
torque direction and magnitude by tuning populations
of four exchange–split HH and LH valence bands ex-
cited by a laser pulse. We show that the canting di-
rection of a transverse, out–of–plane, fs magnetization
component displays a magnetic hysteresis absent without
pump, which is distinguished from longitudinal ampli-
tude and nonlinear optical effects by sweeping a perpen-
dicular magnetic field. In Section IV we show that we can
initiate controlled switching rotations to any one of the
available magnetic states by shaping a laser–pulse train.
In Section V we propose two protocols for controlling
four sequential 90o switchings in clockwise or counter–
clockwise directions. In Section VI we use two time–
delayed laser–pulse–trains to suppress or enhance the
nonlinear switching rotation at any intermediate state
and to suppress magnetic ringing at any time, long or
short. Rather than relying on the magnetization preces-
sion phase, we achieve this coherent control by switching
the directions of fs spin–orbit torques. We end with con-
clusions and a broader outlook. In two Appendices we
present the density matrix equations describing nonlin-
ear coherent excitation of fs spin–orbit torque, separate
non–adiabatic/non–thermal and adiabatic/thermal tran-
sient magnetic anisotropy, and treat the non–parabolic
and anisotropic spin–orbit–coupled band continua.
II. FEMTOSECOND SPIN PHOTOEXCITATION
In this section we discuss the general processes leading
to photoexcitation of carrier spin with direction deter-
mined by non–perturbative symmetry–breaking interac-
tions. In the systems of interest, the magnetic effects
arise from antiferromagnetic interactions between local-
ized and mobile (delocalized) carrier spins.6 In contrast
to magnetic insulators studied before,24 the localized
electrons do not contribute to the fs magnetic anisotropy.
They determine the magnetization (collective local spin)
S =
1
cV
∑
i
〈Sˆi〉, (1)
where V is the volume and Si are the local magnetic
moments at positions i, with concentration c. For ex-
ample, in (III,Mn)V magnetic semiconductors, the local
magnetic moments are pure S=5/2 Mn spins with zero
angular momentum, L=0, and no spin–orbit interaction.
The fs magnetic anisotropy comes from band electrons
that are subject to spin–orbit interactions and, unlike
for the localized electrons, couple directly to light. The
spin–exchange coupling of such photoexcited itinerant
carriers with the local spins results in photoinduced mag-
netization dynamics. The widely–used mean–field treat-
ment of the magnetic exchange interaction (Zener model)
captures the symmetry–breaking of interest here.6 We
thus consider the dynamics of a single–domain macrospin
S(t) and neglect spatial fluctuations.39,40 This approxi-
mation describes metallic–like (III,Mn)V and other mag-
netic semiconductors.6
Our main goal here is to control the non–equilibrium
spin of band carriers in order to manipulate the magne-
tization motion. These non–equilibrium carriers dom-
inate the laser–induced magnetization changes during
fs timescales. While spin–lattice coupling affects the
easy axis, lattice heating and relaxation occurs on ps
timescales, following energy transfer from electronic sys-
tem of interest here.32,35 The laser excites e–h pairs be-
tween the different exchange–split valence and conduc-
tion bands (Fig. 1(a)). Magnetic exchange mainly in-
volves the valence hole collective spin sh. Denoting by
4sh
kn the contribution of valence band n with given k,
sh(t) =
1
V
∑
k
∑
n
shkn(t). (2)
We want to control sh
kn(t) between different bands. We
describe this spin by extending the discrete–k calcu-
lation of fs spin–orbit–torque in Ref.[3] to include the
anisotropic continua of non–parabolic (Ga,Mn)As bands
and to consider sequences of laser–pulse–trains. We can
thus estimate the photocarrier density and net spin as
function of laser–pulse frequency, intensity, and time de-
lays for comparisons to experiments. The mechanism
of Ref.[3] is analogous to the current–induced spin–orbit
torque52 observed in (Ga,Mn)As53 and other spin–orbit–
coupled ferromagnets. Unlike in our earlier work17 on
fs spin–transfer torque analogous to the one induced by
spin–polarized currents in spintronics applications,54,55
which is observed experimentally by using circularly–
polarized light,25 here spin is not conserved due to the
spin–orbit coupling. As a result, angular momentum
transfer from the photons is not necessary due to the
symmetry–breaking provided by the competition of spin–
orbit and magnetic exchange couplings.
To initiate ultrafast dynamics, we create a short–lived
spin imbalance by optically controlling the individual
contributions sh
kn(t) of different electronic bands and
Brillouin zone directions. To describe this, we express
the mobile carrier spin in terms of the electronic density
matrix 〈hˆ†−knhˆ−kn′〉, defined in terms of an adiabatic ba-
sis of band eigenstates created by the operators hˆ†−kn:
sh
kn = sˆ
h
knn 〈hˆ
†
−knhˆ−kn〉+
∑
n′ 6=n
sˆh
knn′ 〈hˆ
†
−knhˆ−kn′〉, (3)
where sˆh
kn′n are the spin matrix elements. These de-
scribe the spin direction of carriers populating band
states (n,k). Spin direction changes for different k–
direction and band. It is determined by spin–mixing due
to non–perturbative interplay of spin–orbit and magnetic
exchange couplings, which depends on ∆pd/∆so. The
first term on the right hand side (rhs) of Eq.(3) describes
the population contribution (coherent, non–thermal, or
quasi–thermal). The second term descibes the contribu-
tion due to coherent coupling of different bands (inter–
valence–band coherence). Such Raman coherence arises
because spin is not conserved, sˆh
knn′ 6=0, and vanishes
in equilibrium. We choose as basis hˆ†−kn the eigenstates
(n,k) of the adiabatic Hamiltonian (Appendix A)
Hb(S) = H0 +Hso +Hpd(S0). (4)
H0+Hso describes the bandstructure of the parent ma-
terial (undoped GaAs here), due to the periodic lat-
tice potential (H0) and the spin–orbit coupling (Hso).
51
The symmetry–breaking is induced by the magnetic ex-
change interaction Hpd(S0), Eq.(A1).
6 Here, S0 denotes
the slowly–varying contribution to the local macrospin,
which switches or oscillates during ps timescales (adia-
batic approximation). The valence hole and conduction
electron basis states, hˆ†−kn and eˆ
†
km respectively, were ob-
tained by diagonalizing Hb(S0) using the tight–binding
approximation of Ref.[51] (Appendix A).
In (III,Mn)V semiconductors, a thermal hole Fermi
sea bath, characterized by the Fermi–Dirac distribu-
tion fnk, is already present in the ground state (Fig.
1(a)).6 Similar to ultrafast studies of the electron gas
in metals18 and semiconductors,56,57 we distinguish this
quasi–equilibrium contribution to Eq.(3) from the non–
Fermi–Dirac femtosecond contribution (Appendix A):
〈hˆ†
knhˆkn′〉 = δnn′fnk +∆〈hˆ
†
knhˆkn′〉. (5)
At quasi–equilibrium, only the Fermi–Dirac populations
contribute. These are characterized by a temperature
and chemical potential and give the adiabatic field6,24,35
γHFS [S] = −
∂Eh(S)
∂S
, (6)
where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio and
Eh(S) =
∑
kn
εvnk fnk (7)
is the total (free) energy of the relaxed Fermi–Dirac carri-
ers. εvnk(S) are the (valence band) eigenvalues of the adi-
abatic Hamiltonian Hb for frozen local spin S. The above
adiabatic free energy of the mobile hole Fermi sea defines
the magnetic memory states of Fig. 1(b) (Appendix A).
Since the changes of Eh with S are notoriously small for
numerical calculations of the quasi–equilibrium magnetic
anisotropy,35,58 while the low–energy states of (III,Mn)V
systems are complicated by sample–dependent disorder,
impurity bands, defect states, and strain,6,27,38,59 we ap-
proximate Eh(S) by using the symmetry–based Eq.(A9)
with parameters extracted from experiment (Appendix
A).6,38,59 In this way, we introduce the realistic four–state
magnetic memory of the (III,Mn)V materials. For the
low 10–100µJ/cm2 pump fluences considered here, we ne-
glect any laser–induced changes in the Fermi–Dirac dis-
tribution temperature and chemical potential, which add
to the predicted effects on the timescale of energy and
population relaxation. Previous calculations assuming
Fermi–Dirac distributions27,35 gave order–of–magnitude
smaller magnetization dynamics compared to experiment
and concluded that the non–equilibrium hole distribu-
tion is very broad.27 Here we study the possible role
of the short–lived (∼10–100fs) non–Fermi–Dirac popula-
tions that exist prior to full electronic thermalization. We
calculate such fs anisotropy in the time domain, by solv-
ing equations of motion for ∆〈hˆ†
knhˆkn′〉 using the time–
dependent Hamiltonian (Appendix A)
H(t) = Hb(S0) + ∆Hexch(t) +HL(t). (8)
While Hb(S0) changes during 10’s of ps, the other two
contributions to Eq.(8) are non–adiabatic and vary dur-
ing fs timescales. HL(t), Eq. (A3), describes the dipole
5coupling of the fs laser E–field,13 while
∆Hexch(t) =
1
V
∑
k
βkc∆S(t) · sˆ
h
k, (9)
where sˆh
k
is the hole spin operator and
∆S(t) = S(t)− S0. (10)
describes “sudden” changes in magnetization during fs
photoexcitation. We assume exchange constant βk≈β for
simplicity within the relevant range of k. The effects of
non–adiabatic ∆S(t) on the time–dependent band states
are described via the density matrix equations of motion.
We describe the non–Fermi–Dirac electronic contribu-
tion ∆〈hˆ†
knhˆkn′〉, Eq.(5), similar to the well–established
Semiconductor Bloch Equation13,60 or local–field16,61
Hartree–Fock treatments of ultrafast nonlinear optical
response. In particular, we solve coupled equations of
motion for the electronic populations and inter–band co-
herences 〈hˆ†
kmhˆkn〉, 〈eˆ
†
kmeˆkn〉, and 〈eˆkmhˆ−kn〉 that are
non–perturbatively coupled to the time–dependent local
spin S(t). This coupling modifies the electronic dynam-
ics, which, in turn, modifies the motion of S(t) (Ap-
pendix A). We consider linearly–polarized optical pulses
with zero angular momentum. We do not include the
carrier-carrier, carrier-phonon, and carrier–impurity in-
teractions in the Hamiltonian, but treat the photocarrier
relaxation phenomenologically, by introducing e–h life-
times (dephasing time T2) and non–thermal population
relaxation times T1. Our calculation thus describes the
“initial condition” that brings the system out of equilib-
rium and initiates relaxation.27,50 The latter redistributes
the non–thermal carriers among band states with differ-
ent spins and momentum directions k. Here we introduce
a relaxation time T1 for the populations 〈hˆ
†
−knhˆ−kn〉 that
determine the hole spin in Eq.(3), which thus reflects
the hole spin relaxation time. The latter was calculated
in Ref.[50] to be several 10’s of fs and was measured in
(Ga,Mn)As to be in the range of ∼200fs.62 Momentum
scattering and carrier relaxation is also expected to give
T2 of few 10’s of fs.
6,50 Below we estimate the dependence
of the predicted non–thermal effects on T1 and T2.
The present calculations describe the spin photogener-
ation that initiates the dynamics. Our main focus is on
the average hole spin ∆sh(t) coming from e–h photocar-
riers, whose non–Fermi–Dirac population of band con-
tinuum states depends on the laser frequency ωp. The
results presented here were obtained for ~ωp≈3.1eV.
7,34
For such high frequencies, the disorder–induced impu-
rity/defect states27 do not contribute significantly and
the photoexcited carriers are initally well–separated in
energy from the Fermi sea holes (see Fig. 1(a)). We
mainly excite band states along the eight {111} sym-
metry lines of the Brillouin zone, at high k, where the
conduction and valence bands are strongly non–parabolic
and almost parallel to each other.7 As a result, a large
number of inter–band optical transitions are excited and
a broad range of band momenta k is populated (see Fig.
1(a)). The effects of such highly anisotropic band con-
tinua on the photoexcited hole spin are accounted for as
described in Appendix B. Due to the symmetry–breaking
introduced by S(t), the eight {111} directions not equiv-
alent, unlike in GaAs, which leads to anisotropy. As-
suming smoothly varying exchange constant βk, the hole
spin matrix element sˆh
knn′ is fairly constant over a wide
range of k, but differs between the eight photoexcited
{111} directions. In this case, the contribution to the
average spin ∆sh(t) from each band n and each direc-
tion of k is approximately proportional to the photoex-
cited densities 1
V
∑
k∆〈hˆ
†
−knhˆ−kn〉. Our calculation esti-
mates these anisotropic total densities prior to full inter–
band relaxation and large momentum scattering between
different symmetry directions leading to hole spin re-
laxation. By tuning the laser frequency ωp, we cre-
ate a short–lived imbalance between different bands n,
whose spin–admixture differs due to the different spin–
orbit interactions. Fermi–Dirac populations of relaxed
non–equilibrium holes add to the ∆sh(t) calculated here.
For ~ωp≈1.5eV,
35 one excites smaller k along all {100},
{010}, {001}, {110}, {101}, {011}, and {111} symmetry
directions,66 as well as a distribution of impurity/defect
states inside the semiconductor bandgap.6,27 Despite this
difference, the qualitative conclusions of our work apply
to all frequencies. The main requirement is to be able to
coherently induce a non–equilibrium population imbal-
ance between different bands and momentum directions,
which here is facilitated by the symmetry breaking.
Important for bringing the local and mobile spin sub–
systems away from equilibrium is the difference in their
ultrafast dynamics. Unlike for the band carriers, there
is no spin–orbit or optical field coupling of the local
spins here. In equilibrium, the local and mobile collec-
tive spins are correlated in the ferromagnetic state, so
that S × HFS=0.
6 Within the mean–field approxima-
tion, S(t) is driven out of this equilibrium configuration
according to a Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert equation.24 The
latter describes a magnetization re–orientation driven by
both quasi–equilibrium (HFS) and non–thermal (∆sh)
mobile carrier spins, which modifies the electronic states:
∂tS = −γS×HFS[S(t)]−βS×∆sh(t)+
α
S
S×∂tS, (11)
where α characterizes the slow local spin preces-
sion damping.32 Laser–induced magnetization amplitude
changes are not captured by this mean–field approxima-
tion and require treatment of spin–charge correlations
described in Refs.[4,27,39,40]. By including such corre-
lations, longitudinal demagnetization effects triggered by
the non–equilibrium population imbalance give a magne-
tization amplitude S(t), which is distinguished from the
transverse effects of main interest here.
The dynamics of the mobile carrier spin depends not
only on the magnetic exchange interaction with the lo-
cal spin but also on spin–orbit coupling, direct nonlinear
coupling to the optical field, and fast relaxation:17
∂ts
h
k
= βcS×sh
k
+i〈[Hso, s
h
k
]〉+Imhk(t)+ ∂ts
h
k
∣∣
rel
. (12)
6Δpd__
Δso
1/6
1/3
2/3
5/3
7/3
3/3
[010]
[010]
_
[100]
_
[100]
FIG. 2: (Color online) Maximum of anisotropy field β∆sh(t)
photoexcited by a single 100fs linearly–polarized laser pulse,
as function of energy ratio ∆pd/∆so characterizing time–
reversal symmetry breaking. The direction of the ground–
state magnetization is along the X+ easy axis represented by
the black arrow close to [100]. ~ωp=3.14eV, E0=7×10
5V/cm,
T1=100fs, T2=50fs.
The above equation is not useful here, as it does not
distinguish between different bands in order to treat the
spin–orbit coupling Hso. Nevertheless, it demonstrates
the four processes that determine the non–thermal carrier
spin. The first term describes spin–torque due to mag-
netic exchange. The second term describes spin–orbit
torque, obtained here by calculating the density matrix
Eq.(5). The third term describes Raman–type coherent
nonlinear optical processes that drive photoexcitation of
band carrier spin with symmetry–breaking:17
hk(t) = 2
∑
mn
〈hˆ−kneˆkm〉
∑
m′
d∗kmm′(t) · s
h
km′n, (13)
where dkmm′(t) =µkmm′ ·E(t) are the Rabi energies of op-
tical transitions between band states (mk) and (m′k) and
E(t) is the laser E–field. Finally, the last term describes
the fast spin relaxation due to scattering processes.17,50
Spin–orbit and magnetic exchange couplings play an
important role during fs photoexcitation: their non–
perturbative interplay determines the direction and mag-
nitude of the photoexcited carrier spin. The strong
dependence of the maximum of the photoexcited hole
fs spin–pulse β∆sh(t) on the energy ratio ∆pd/∆so is
demonstrated by Fig. 2. This result was obtained by
solving the coupled equations of motion discussed in Ap-
pendix A. Fig. 2 demonstrates a strong dependence of
photohole net spin direction and magnitude on ∆pd/∆so.
In the ground state, the magnetization S0 points along
the X+ easy axis close to [100] (Fig. 2). For ∆pd≪∆so,
∆sh is negligible without circularly–polarized light. The
average spin vanishes since all symmetric directions in the
Brillouin zone are excited equally. With increasing ∆pd,
the magnetic exchange interaction introduces a preferred
direction along S(t), which breaks the time–reversal sym-
metry of GaAs and results in a net ∆sh(t) while the laser
pulse couples to the magnetic system. With increasing
∆pd/∆so, the magnitude of this ∆sh increases and its di-
rection changes. For ∆pd/∆so∼1/3, as in (Ga,Mn)As,
Fig. 2 shows that the in–plane component of the fs
anisotropy field β∆sh points close to the [1¯1¯0] direction
for ~ωp=3.14eV. As discussed below, this result is con-
sistent with the experimental observations. The above
∆sh(t) only lasts during the 100fs laser pulse and drives
a “sudden” magnetization canting ∆S(t) via fs spin–orbit
torque. As ∆pd approaches ∆so, ∆sh is maximized while
it changes direction. It decreases again for ∆pd≫∆so. In
the next section we compare to experiment.
III. EXCITING SPIN DYNAMICS WITH A
SINGLE PULSE: THEORY VS EXPERIMENT
Ultrafast magneto–optical experiments in (III,Mn)V
semiconductors have revealed magnon oscillations with
frequency Ω∼100ps−1, which can be suppressed (en-
hanced) with a control laser pulse delayed by τ if Ωτ=pi
(Ωτ=2pi).37 In this paper we propose a different opti-
cal coherent control scheme, based on controlling the di-
rection, duration, and magnitude of fs spin-orbit torque
seuqences photoexcited at any time τ . We are not aware
of any experiment so far showing laser–induced 360o
switchings between multiple magnetic states and sup-
pression of switching rotation at an arbitrary magnetic
state. In subsequent sections we explore how to observe
our theoretical prediction experimentally by using pulse–
shaping. In this section, we validate our original pre-
diction of fs spin–orbit torque in (III,Mn)V materials,3
by comparing numerical results obtained for anisotropic,
non–parabolic band continua with existing experiments
showing fs magnetic hysteresis excited by a single 100fs
laser pulse in (Ga,Mn)As. It is certainly valuable to es-
tablish the connection of our theory with this experiment
before making numerical predictions of complex proto-
cols based on trains of laser pulses with various timing
sequences and colors. As discussed in subsequent sec-
tions, laser–pulse–trains provide a more controlled way
to enable multiple switchings by manipulating fs spin–
orbit torques. In this way we maximize “transverse” hole
spin excitations while keeping the pump fluence as low
as possible (10–100 µJ/cm2) to reduce the “longitudinal”
fs demagnetization. The direct theory–experiment com-
parison in this section, as well as the indirect connection
to other experiments35 discussed later, makes the case
that optical control of a short–lived coherent population
imbalance between exchange–split, spin–orbit–coupled
anisotropic bands can generate fs spin–orbit torque with
controllable direction, temporal profile, and magnitude.
Fig.3 shows the detailed fs temporal profile of the
pump–probe magneto–optical signal of our (Ga,Mn)As
sample as function of perpendicular magnetic field. Un-
like previous experiments that measured magnetization
dynamics on the ps timescale, Fig.3 shows the initial
∼100fs temporal regime. As we demonstrate below, this
regime reveals a sizable carrier–spin pulse with ∼100fs
7duration, which generates a transverse magnetization
component that cannot arise from longitudinal nonlin-
ear optical or demagnetization effects. The details of the
experimental methods and (Ga,Mn)As sample may be
found in Ref.[34]. The 100fs pump pulse, with central
frequency ~ωp=3.1eV, is well–separated in energy from
the probe tuned at 1.55eV, which minimizes pump–probe
interference. The pump optical field, with amplitude
E0∼2×10
5V/cm and fluence ∼7µJ/cm2, excites a total
photohole density of n∼6×1018/cm3. This is a small per-
turbation of the 3×1020/cm3 ground state hole density
in our (Ga,Mn)As sample. ∆Sz/S ∝ ∆θK/θK is probed
via the pump–induced Kerr rotation angle ∆θK along
the [001] direction.8 The magnetic origin of the mea-
sured signal is implied by two experimental observations.
First, ∆θK coincides with the pump–induced ellipticity
even during ∼100fs.34 Second, we observe a systematic
B–field dependence and sign switching of ∆θK , absent
in θK without pump, which directly correlates with the
magnetic switchings observed in the static transverse Hall
magnetoresistivity.34 We measure a transverse fs magne-
tization component ∆Sz(t), perpendicular to the ground
state magnetization, which switches direction with ini-
tial magnetic state. This transverse component is sup-
pressed by increasing the magnetic field perpendicular
to the sample plane and easy axes. The observed “sud-
den” step–like temporal profile indicates that spin re–
orientation completes during the laser pulse and thus is
driven by e–h photoexcitation. Such fs time–dependence
is clearly distinguished from subsequent “slow” magnon
oscillations during ∼100ps times.62
To elucidate the magnetic origin of the measured
∆θK/θK with ∼100fs duration, we apply a transverse
external magnetic field B as in Fig.3(a). For B=0, the
magnetic states X±0 and Y
±
0 lie inside the plane (Fig.
1(b)). For B 6=0, Eq.(A11) gives an out–of–plane canting
of X± and Y ± (Fig. 3(a)). In the absence of pump, the
measured smooth change of static Kerr rotation angle θK
as function of B–field, discussed in Refs.[34,62], reflects
this canting. There is no magnetic hysteresis of θK(B)
without the pump. This is unlike the behavior demon-
strated by Fig. 3, which shows the changes in the fs tem-
poral profile of ∆θK/θK induced by sweeping the mag-
netic field between B=−1T and B=1T . By comparing
the fs response between increasing (“up”) and decreas-
ing (“down”) B–field,34 we observe in Figs. 3(b) through
(f) a magnetic hysteresis of the laser–induced fs change
∆θK/θK . This magnetic hysteresis and sign switchings
coincide with the magnetic hysteresis measured in the
static Hall magnetoresistivity.34 This coincidence implies
that ∆θK/θK (or the identical pump–induced ellipticity)
reflects fs dynamics of ∆Sz/S, whose sign correlates with
the switchings of equilibrium magnetization induced by
transverse B–field as discussed next.
Sz varies smoothly with increasing or decreasing B–
field (Eq. A11), consistent with the observed smooth
variation of θK(B).
34 In contrast, when the sweeping of
B–field switches the magnetization between X± and Y ±
Y  +0
FIG. 3: (Color online) Magneto–optical pump–probe exper-
imental measurements showing a step–like, laser–induced, fs
magnetization canting ∆Sz(t) that displays a fs magnetic hys-
teresis and switches direction when switching magnetic state.
(a) An external perpendicular B–field, applied at small angle
∼5o from the [001] axis, tilts the B=0 in–plane easy axes (X±0
and Y ±0 ) out of the plane (Appendix A). (b)–(f): The “sud-
den” out–of–plane magnetization ∆Sz/S, induced by a 100fs
laser pulse with fluence ∼7µJ/cm2, switches direction when
sweeping the above B–field between B=-1T (b) and B=1T
(f). The two sweeping directions correspond to increasing
(up, full curves) and decreasing (down, dashed curves) B–
field. For each of the measured B=1T, 0.2 T, 0 T, -0.2T, -1T,
the fs temporal profiles of ∆Sz/S depend on the equilibrium
magnetic state, which is switched when sweeping the B–field.
equilibrium states, as seen in the static Hall magnetore-
sistivity, the direction of pump–induced fs component
∆Sz also switches sign. As discussed below, this behav-
ior is consistent with our theory. The observed depen-
dence of the sign of fs ∆θK on the equilibrium easy axis
cannot be explained by invoking conventional nonlinear
optical effects or magnetization amplitude “longitudinal”
changes.8,26–28 When the latter dominate, X+ (X−) give
the same∆Sz as Y
+ (Y −). Indeed, here the two in–plane
easy axes and, thereby, the in–plane magnetic states are
equivalent (symmetric) with respect to the probe prop-
agation direction, which is perpendicular to the X–Y
plane. However, Fig.3(d) (B=0) and Figs.3(c) and (e)
(B=±0.2T ) clearly show that this is not the case. This
is in sharp contrast to large B=±1T: Figs. 3(b) and (f)
show the same exact fs changes for both increasing or de-
creasing B, which thus do not depend on easy axis. As
we discuss below, fs magnetization re–orientation due to
fs spin–orbit torque diminishes with increasing perpen-
dicular B, consistent with the above behavior.
For B=0, Fig.3(d) reveals a symmetric and opposite
out–of–plane fs canting ∆Sz(t) between the X0 and Y0
initial states. In this case, the initial magnetization S0
lies inside the sample plane and Sz≈0 in equilibrium
(Fig. 3(a)). Thus, the observed ∆Sz(t) cannot be as-
sociated with an amplitude change, as it occurs in a
direction [001] perpendicular to S0. For large B, the
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Frequency dependence of local and mo-
bile spin dynamics and photohole populations following exci-
tation by a 100fs linearly–polarized laser pulse with low pump
fluence ∼10µJ/cm2. The initial magnetization points along
the X+ easy axis. (a): Comparison of “sudden” out–of–plane
magnetization for ~ωp=3.14eV (LH optical transitions) and
~ωp=3.02eV (HH optical transitions). (b): Comparison of
non–adiabatic photoexcited hole spin component along [110]
for the two above frequencies. (c): Coherent photoexcited
hole populations of the four different exchange–split HH and
LH bands for ~ωp=3.14eV. (d): Same as (c) for ~ωp=3.02eV.
magnetization aligns with the B–field along [001], Sz≈S,
and ∆Sz(t) reflects longitudinal fs changes in magnetiza-
tion amplitude.27,40 For B=0, Sz≈0 and ∆Sz(t) reflects
transverse changes in magnetization direction. The op-
posite sign of laser–induced femtosecond ∆Sz(t) between
the X±0 and Y
±
0 states, Fig.3(d), can only arise from fs
magnetization rotation towards opposite out–of–plane di-
rections. Furthermore, except for the sign difference, the
fs temporal profiles of ∆Sz/S in Fig.3(d) are symmet-
ric between X0 and Y0. This symmetry implies that the
out–of–plane ∆Sz is driven by a laser–induced anisotropy
field pulse that points close to the diagonal direction be-
tween X0 and Y0. The step–like temporal profile im-
plies that this field has ∼100fs duration. The above ex-
perimental observations are consistent with the direction
and duration of ∆sh calculated in Fig. 2 for anisotropy
parameter ∆pd/∆so∼1/3 similar to (Ga,Mn)As. Such
calculated spin–pulse, discussed further below, exerts a
fs spin–torque ∝ ∆sh×S0, whose out–of–plane direction
changes sign while its magnitude remains the same for S0
along X0 or Y0. Note that laser–induced thermal effects
due to spin–lattice coupling can change the equilibrium
easy axis,32,35 but such changes occur gradually in time
over many ps. In contrast, here we observe step–like mag-
netization changes that follow the 100fs laser pulse and
are consistent with the predicted fs spin–orbit torque.
To relate our calculations to Fig.3, we first take B=0
and show in Fig. 4 the spin and charge dynamics
for a single linearly–polarized 100fs laser pulse, with
E0=2×10
5V/cm similar to the experiment. The initial
state is X+0 . We compare the spin and charge population
dynamics for two different laser frequencies, ~ωp=3.14eV
and ~ωp=3.02eV, tuned to excite different band continua
around 3.1eV. In Fig. 4(a) we show the development
in time of the optically–induced out–of–plane local spin
component ∆Sz(t). The calculated step–like fs temporal
profile agrees with Fig. 3. Furthermore, we observe a
reversal in the direction of ∆Sz when tuning the pho-
toexcitation frequency. The fs spin–orbit torque leading
to such ∆Sz(t) is exerted by the photohole spin–pulse
∆sh(t), whose component along the diagonal [110] direc-
tion is shown in Fig. 4(b) for the two above frequencies.
The magnitude, direction, and temporal profile of both
local and mobile spin components in Figs. 4(a) and (b)
are consistent with the experimental results of Fig. 3(d).
Important for controlling the four–state magnetic
memory is that we are able to reverse the direction of
the out–of–plane magnetization tilt ∆Sz, Fig.4(a), and
photoexcited hole spin–pulse, Fig.4(b), by exciting e–HH
(~ωp=3.02eV) or e–LH (~ωp=3.14eV) optical transitions.
The origin of this spin–reversal can be seen by com-
paring the total populations 1
V
∑
k
∆〈hˆ†−knhˆ−kn〉 for the
four different exchange–split HH and LH valence bands
n in all {111} k–directions These band–resolved spin–
polarized total populations are shown in Figs. 4(c) and
(d) as function of time for T1=100fs, which is comparable
to the measured62 and calculated50 hole spin relaxation
time. More than one bands are populated simultane-
ously due to the energy dispersion and laser–pulse–width.
With frequency tuning we create a controlled short–lived
imbalance between exchange–split bands with different
spin–orbit couplings and spin admixtures. In this way we
coherently control the superposition of spin–↑ and spin–
↓ states prior to spin relaxation, here during the 100fs
pulse. The order of magnitude of the photocarrier den-
sities, calculated by including the band continua along
all eight {111} k–directions and using the GaAs tight–
binding parameters of Ref.[51] (Appendix B), agrees with
the experimentally–measured densities n∼6×1018/cm3
for the same pump fluence. For such photohole popu-
lations, we also obtain ∆Sz/S with same order of magni-
tude and direction as in the experiment (compare Figs.
4(a) and 3(d)). The calculated ∼250mT component of
β∆sh(t) along [110], Fig. 4(b), agrees with the 100fs
magnetic anisotropy field extracted from Fig. 3(d) and is
larger than typical fields obtained from calculations that
assume a non–equilibrium Fermi–Dirac distribution.35
This theory–experiment agreement indicates that non–
thermal populations with lifetimes T1=100fs comparable
to the hole spin lifetimes in (Ga,Mn)As50,62 can explain
the observed impulsive ∆Sz(t).
Further evidence in favor of the proposed fs spin–orbit
torque mechanism is obtained from the pump–induced fs
magnetic hysteresis observed in the experiment of Fig. 3.
In Fig. 5(a) we compare the fs canting ∆Sz/S, calculated
at t=500fs as function of B along [001], for the four B–
dependent magnetic states X± and Y ±. Fig. 5(a) shows
that switching between X and Y states, induced in the
9experiment by sweepingB, switches the sign of ∆Sz(t) (fs
magnetic hysteresis). Furthermore, Fig. 5(a) shows that
fs magnetization re–orientation diminishes with increas-
ing B and practically vanishes at high magnetic fields.
The above results, consistent with Fig. 3, explain the ob-
served coincidence of ∆Sz switchings with static planar
Hall effect switchings34 and the absence of hysteresis at
highB. While nonlinear effects such as dichroic bleaching
contribute to the fs magneto–optical signal, the observed
systematic B–field dependence and magnetic hysteresis
in the sign of ∆θK/θK indicate non–adiabatic origin con-
sistent with our calculations of fs spin–orbit torque.
For high B–fields, only longitudinal changes in magne-
tization amplitude28 and nonlinear optical effects con-
tribute to Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 3(f). The mean–field
density matrix factorization used here does not capture
magnetization amplitude changes, which appear at the
level of electron–magnon spatial correlations.39,40 As dis-
cussed in Ref.[27], any photoinduced imbalance of spin–↑
and spin–↓ states will lead to fs demagnetization and
inverse Overhauser effect, which is independent of easy
axis direction. While such imbalance may arise from
photoinduced changes in the Fermi–Dirac temperature
and chemical potential, a large electronic temperature
increase is required to produce the broad distributions
implied by the magnitude of the experimentally–observed
effects.27 The broad non–thermal populations considered
here create an imbalance that, for T1 ≤100fs, follows the
laser pulse. In contrast, relaxation to the lattice bath
is slower (ps).27 Both “longitudinal” and “transverse” fs
spin dynamics arise from the competition of spin–orbit
and magnetic–exchange interactions, but manifest them-
selves differently for different photoexcitation conditions
and external magnetic fields. Femtosecond demagnetiza-
tion (decrease in Mn spin amplitude) through dynamical
polarization of longitudinal hole spins dominates for high
fluences of 100s of µJ/cm2.62 Our proposed pulse–train
scheme achieves spin rotational switching by using lower
pump intensities that reduce fs demagnetization.
As already seen in Fig. 4, by coherently controlling
the non–thermal population imbalance between the four
exchange–split HH and LH bands, we can control the di-
rection of out–of–plane ∆Sz/S. This is seen more clearly
in Fig. 5(b), which shows the frequency–dependence of
∆Sz/S and compares it to the individual contributions
obtained by retaining one valence band at a time. The
non–equilibrium population of band states with differ-
ent spin admixtures leads to different directions of laser–
induced ∆Sz(t). For example, photoholes excited in the
two exchange–split (HH or LH) valence bands induce op-
posite out–of–plane tilts. The finite pulse–duration and
strong band dispersion and non–parabolicity (Appendix
B and Fig. 1(a)) lead to different populations of more
than one bands at all frequencies. We conclude that op-
tical control of the photoexcited carrier populations can
be used to switch the directions of photoexcited fs spin–
orbit torques and, in this way, control the direction of fs
magnetization tilts.
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FIG. 5: (Color online) The fs magnetic hysteresis and fre-
quency dependence of photoinduced magnetization canting
∆Sz/S characterize the proposed fs spin–orbit torque non–
adiabatic mechanism. (a): The direction of out–of–plane
fs component ∆Sz/S depends on the easy axis (magnetic
hysteresis) and magnetic field direction. This magnetic hys-
teresis diminishes with increasing perpendicular B–field due
to suppression of laser–induced magnetization re–orientation,
which separates experimentally “transverse” and “longitudi-
nal” spin dynamics. (b): Frequency dependence of laser–
induced ∆Sz/S and its individual contributions from the four
exchange–split HH and LH bands, calculated at t=1ps for
E0=2×10
5V/cm. Initial magnetization points alongX+. The
band continua significantly affect the frequency dependence of
∆Sz(t) as compared to discrete–k special point calculations.
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FIG. 6: (Color online) Calculated fs spin dynamics similar
to Fig. 4 but with order of magnitude higher pump fluence
∼100µJ/cm2. (a) Comparison of out–of–plane magnetization
components for two different initial magnetic states and ωp.
(b) Photohole fs anisotropy fields along [110] for the two ωp.
The precise magnitude of the proposed effects depends
on the relaxation timescales. The non–thermal popula-
tions are created during the 100fs laser pulse, via e–h
optical polarization, with dephasing time T2, driven by
the laser field. They relax on a timescale T1 that is com-
parable to hole spin relaxation.50,62 The above character-
istic times are expected to be in the 10-200fs range.50,62
For pump fluences of ∼10µJ/cm2, the experiment gives
∆Sz/S∼0.5%, which we reproduced for T1=100fs and
T2=50fs. This contribution decreases to ∆Sz/S∼0.01%
as T2 decreases to 3fs with fixed T1=100fs. For fixed short
T2=10fs, ∆Sz/S varies between ∼0.05-0.1% as T1 varies
between 30fs and 100fs. We conclude that the fs spin–
orbit torque contribution has the same order of magnti-
tude as the experimental result unless both T1 and T2 are
only few fs. From now on we fix T1=100fs and T2=50fs.
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The non–thermal/non–adiabatic fs spin–orbit torque
contribution can be enhanced by increasing the laser
intensity. Fig. 6(a) shows that, for easily attainable
∼100µJ/cm2 pump fluences,35 the “sudden” magnetiza-
tion tilt increases to ∆Sz/S∼4% (for E0=7×10
5V/cm),
while Fig. 6(b) shows that β∆sh(t) along [110] then
grows into the Tesla range. The precise value is sample–
dependent and depends on the relaxation. While the
quasi–equilibrium contribution HFS is limited by the
chemical potential, β∆sh is controlled by the laser fre-
quency. The different intensity–dependence and tempo-
ral profiles of thermal and coherent/non–thermal carrier
spin components can separate these two contributions. A
distinct impulsive component of fast magnetic anisotropy
was observed in the ps magnetization trajectory mea-
sured in Ref.[35] for pump fluences above ∼70µJ/cm2
and ~ωp∼1.5eV. Finally, Fig. 6(a) compares the dynam-
ics for initial magnetization along the X+0 or Y
+
0 easy
axis for B=0. Similar to the experiment of Fig. 3(d), it
displays symmetric temporal profiles of ∆Sz(t), with op-
posite signs for the two perpendicular easy axes. In this
way, we can distinguish the magnetic states within 100fs.
The equal magnitude of ∆Sz between the two perpendic-
ular in–plane easy axes arises from the diagonal direction
of ∆sh obtained for ∆pd/∆so∼1/3 as in (Ga,Mn)As (Fig.
2). The overall agreement between theory and experi-
ment suggest that a magnetic state can be read within
100fs, by monitoring the direction of out–of–plane laser–
induced magnetization canting. In the next section we
discuss how one could also switch the four–state mag-
netic memory with low intensity by using pulse–shaping.
IV. INITIATING DETERMINISTIC
SWITCHINGS WITH A LASER–PULSE–TRAIN
A single 100fs laser pulse with ∼10–100µJ/cm2 fluence
excites magnon oscillations around the equilibrium easy
axis. Laser–induced switching of the magnetization to
a different magnetic state requires photoexcitation of a
stronger “initial condition” ∆S(t). While switching may
be possible by increasing the pump intensity,36 pulse–
shaping22 can be used to initiate it in a more controlled
way while keeping the laser fluence per pulse as low as
possible to reduce fs electronic heating of spins. We co-
herently control ∆sh(t) with M time–delayed trains of
N Gaussian τp=100fs laser pulses:
E(t) =
M∑
j=1
E0
N∑
i=1
exp[−(t− τj −∆τij)
2/τ2p ]×
exp[−iω(j)p (t− τj −∆τij)]. (14)
We tune τj , the time delay of the j-th laser–pulse–
train, and ω
(j)
p , the pulse–train central frequency but fix
∆τij=500fs for simplicity. In this section we consider
M=1 and control the net duration of successive fs spin–
orbit torques by using a train of N pulses. In Fig. 7 we
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FIG. 7: (Color online) Comparison of non–thermal and quasi–
thermal components of laser–induced magnetic anisotropy
fields β∆sh(t) and ∆HFS(t) during coherent nonlinear pho-
toexcitation with a train of N=8 100fs laser pulses separated
by 500fs, with E0=7×10
5V/cm and ~ωp=3.14eV.
compare the components of β∆sh(t) and γ∆HFS in the
coordinate system defined by the [110], [1-10], and [001]
directions. We use the same ∼100µJ/cm2 fluence as in
Fig. 6, but increase the number of pulses from N=1 to
N=8. The non–thermal contribution β∆sh(t) now pre-
vails, while ∆HFS(t) builds–up as ∆sh drives ∆S(t) and
forces the spin of the Fermi sea bath to adjust to the
new direction of S(t).17 ∆S(t) builds–up in a step–by–
step fashion well before relaxation, driven by photoex-
cited sequences of successive fs spin–orbit torques.
∆HFS(t) originates from the spin of the thermal hole
Fermi sea and is therefore restricted by the Fermi–Dirac
distribution. Such populations give anisotropy fields
of the order of few 10’s of mT in (Ga,Mn)As,6,35 re-
stricted by the ∼µeV free energy differences close to the
Fermi level. On the other hand, the experiments observe
anisotropy fields that are at least one order of magni-
tude higher.34,35 Fig. 7 shows β∆sh(t) calculated in the
time–domain, by solving density matrix equations of mo-
tion after taking into account the (Ga,Mn)As bandstruc-
ture. It comes from the short–lived non–thermal popula-
tions photoexcited at ~ωp=3.14eV. These populations are
not restricted by the Fermi–Dirac distribution and access
parts of the Brillouin zone that are empty close to quasi–
equilibrium. β∆sh(t) can grow to ∼2T along [110] for
experimentally–relevant pump fluences and photocarrier
thermalization times T1∼100fs. For such fast relaxation,
∆sh(t) follows the laser–pulse–train temporal profile and
the relative phase of consequative pulses does not play
a role. However, ∆sh(t) is not the same for different
pulses, as the non–equilibrium electronic states change
non–adiabatically with ∆S(t) (Appendix A).
We now show that, by tuningN , we can initiate switch-
ing rotation to any one of the available magnetic states,
instead of exciting magnon oscillations around the equi-
librium easy axis. Fig. 8 shows three magnetization
switching trajectories up to long times t=800ps. These
ps trajectories are initiated at t=0 by N=7 (Fig. 8(a)),
N=9 (Fig. 8(b)), or N=12 (Fig. 8(c)) laser pulses with
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FIG. 8: (Color online) Magnetization switching trajectories from X+ to the other three magnetic states, triggered by trains
with increasing number of laser pulses N and E0=7×10
5V/cm. All switchings are followed by pronounced magnetic ringing.
(a): Counter–clockwise 90o switching X+→Y +, initiated by HH photoexcitation with N=7 pulses. (b): 180o magnetization
reversal via clockwise pathway X+→Y −→X−, initiated by LH photoexcitation with N=9 pulses. (c): Photoexcitation as in
(a), but with N=12 pulses. By increasing N we can move the magnetization past the Y + and X− intermediate states and
access the Y − state via the 270o counter–clockwise pathway X+→Y +→X−→Y −.
∼100µJ/cm2 fluence. By increasing N , we switch from
X+ to all three of the other magnetic states Y +, X−, and
Y −. In Fig. 8(a), N=7 pulses with ~ωp=3.02eV (HH
photoexcitation) initiate a counter–clockwise 90o switch-
ing rotation that stops after reaching the next magnetic
state, Y +, within ∼80ps. The magnetization oscillates
around the final state with a significant amplitude that
cannot be controlled with a single pulse–train (magnetic
ringing).46 This ringing results from the weak (nanosec-
ond) Gilbert damping of the local–spin precession ob-
served in annealed (Ga,Mn)As.32,35 While magnetic ring-
ing can make the multiple 90o switchings unstable, below
we show that we can suppress it by exerting opposing fs
spin–orbit torques. By increasing the number of pulses to
N=9, the magnetization continues past Y + to the next
available state, X−. Fig. 8(b) shows a magnetization
reversal via clockwise instead of counter–clockwise rota-
tion, since ~ωp=3.14eV excites e–LH instead of e–HH
optical transitions. This X+→Y −→X− pathway com-
pletes within ∼150ps in (Ga,Mn)As and is again followed
by magnetic ringing. By increasing the number of pulses
further, to N=12, the initial fs spin–orbit torque is suffi-
cient to move the magnetization even beyond X−. Fig.
8(c) shows 270o switching to the Y − state within ∼200ps,
following the X+→Y +→X−→Y − pathway initiated by
e–HH photoexcitation.
V. OPTICAL CONTROL OF SEQUENTIAL 90o
SWITCHINGS BETWEEN FOUR STATES
In this section we study the possibility to manipulate
fs spin–orbit torques in order to gain full ultrafast ac-
cess of this four–state magnetic memory. Fig. 9 shows
two switching protocols that achieve 360o control of the
magnetic states of Fig. 1(b). The upper panel shows the
sequences of laser–pulse–trains used to control the four
sequential 90o switchings. Two different laser frequen-
cies excite e–HH or e–LH optical transitions that stop
and restart the magnetization motion at each of the four
magnetic states. By tuning the laser frequency, we choose
the direction of this multi–step switching process, which
takes place via counter–clockwise (Fig.9(a)) or clockwise
(Fig.9(b)) magnetization rotations forced to stop at all
intermediate states. To control the photoexcited ∆sh(t)
and fs spin–orbit torques, we turn three experimentally
accessible “knobs”: (i) Pulse–shaping22 by changing N ,
which controls the net duration and temporal profile of
the spin–orbit torques. In this way, we tailor ∆S(t) that
initiates or modifies the switching rotations with low in-
tensity per laser pulse. (ii) Frequency–tuning enables se-
lective photoexcitation of exchange–split LH or HH non–
equilibrium populations with different superpositions of
spin–↑ and spin–↓ states. In this way we control the pop-
ulation imbalance that decides the directions of ∆sh, fs
spin–orbit torque, and ∆S(t). (iii) By controlling the
time–delays τj , one can exert fs spin–orbit torques at de-
sirable times in order to stop and restart the switching
rotation at all intermediate states and suppress magnetic
ringing. This is discussed further in the next section. To
understand the role of the twelve laser–pulse–trains in
Fig. 9, we note the following points: (i) a laser–pulse–
train initiates switchings or magnon oscillations via fs
spin–orbit torque with direction that depends on both
laser frequency and magnetic state, (ii) when the mag-
netization reaches a new magnetic state, we use a laser–
pulse–train to exert opposing fs spin–orbit–torques, in
a direction that stops the switching rotation and sup-
presses the magnetic ringing so that we can access the
state, and (iii) when we are ready to move on, a laser–
pulse–train with the appropriate color restarts the 360o
switching process by exerting fs spin–orbit torques in the
desirable direction.
Fig. 9 shows four sequential 90o switchings controlled
by ∆sh(t). In Fig. 9(a), a counter–clockwise X
+→Y −
switching is initiated by e–HH photoexcitations with
N=12 pulses. After τ=35ps, the magnetization reaches
the vicinity of the intermediate Y + state. We then stop
the switching process by exciting e–HH optical transi-
tions. We restart the motion at τ=85ps, after wait-
ing for about 50ps, by using e–LH photoexcitations to
switch the magnetization to the X− state. There we
again stop the process at τ=160ps, by exciting e–LH
optical transitions. We restart at τ=170ps with e–HH
photoexcitations, which trigger switching to Y −. This
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FIG. 9: (Color online) Two protocols for 360o con-
trol of the full four–state magnetic memory via four se-
quential 90o switchings that stop and restart at each
intermediate magnetic state. (a) Counter–clockwise se-
quence X+→Y +→X−→Y −→X+, (b) Clockwise sequence
X+→Y −→X−→Y +→X+. Upper panel: Laser–pulse–train
(N=12) timing sequences and colors. Blue pulses excite
HH optical transitions, magenta pulses excite LH transitions.
E0=7×10
5V/cm corresponds to pump fluence ≈100µJ/cm2.
switching completes within ∼35ps, after we stop the mo-
tion with e–HH photoexcitations at τ=205ps. We fin-
ish the 360o switching loop by using e–LH photoexci-
tations to restart the counter-clockwise motion back to
X+, at τ=250ps, and later to terminate the process at
τ=330ps. Fig.9(b) shows an opposite clockwise switching
sequence X+→Y −→X−→Y +→X+, obtained by chang-
ing the laser–pulse frequencies from e–HH to e–LH exci-
tations and vice–versa. In this case, e–LH optical transi-
tions with N=12 pulses trigger clockwise magnetization
rotation, which we suppress at Y − with LH excitations
at τ=75ps. We restart the process with e–HH photoex-
citation at τ=85ps and suppress it again at X− with
e–HH optical transitions at τ=120ps. We restart with
e–LH excitation at τ=140ps and switch to Y +, where
we suppress the motion at τ=225ps with e–LH optical
transitions. We complete a closed switching loop to the
initial X+ state with e–HH photoexcitation at τ=235ps
and suppress the rotation with e–HH optical transitions
at τ=275ps. In the next section we analyze how tunable
fs spin–orbit torque direction offers more flexibility for
controlling switching rotations and magnetic ringing.
VI. CONTROLLING MAGNETIC SWITCHING
AND RINGING WITH A LASER–PULSE–TRAIN
A multi–state memory allows for more elaborate tests
of optical control schemes as compared to simply flip-
ping the spin between two states. In order to selectively
access four different magnetic states via 360o magnetiza-
tion rotation, we must be able to not only initiate switch-
ings, as in Fig. 8, but also to suppress the magnetiza-
tion motion at any intermediate state. We must also
be able to suppress the ringing due to magnetization os-
cillations around an easy axis. Magnetic ringing arises
from the weak damping of the magnetization precession
following excitation with either optical or magnetic field
pulses and limits the read/write times in many magnetic
materials.46 One known way to reduce it is to take ad-
vantage of the phase Ωτ of magnetization precession with
frequency Ω.37,46 With magnetic field pulses, this can
be done by adjusting the duration of the long pulse to
the precession period.46 With ultrashort laser pulses, one
can suppress (enhance) the precession by exciting when
Ωτ=pi (Ωτ=2pi), in the same way as at τ=0.37 Such co-
herent control of spin precession is possible for harmonic
oscillations. Below we show that we can optically control
both magnon oscillations and nonlinear switching rota-
tions, at all time delays, by applying either clockwise or
counter–clockwise fs spin–orbit torques as needed.
We start with the harmonic limit and demonstrate
magnon control via fs spin–orbit torque with tunable di-
rection. First we excite at τ=0 magnon oscillations with
frequency Ω (thick solid line in Fig. 10). We thus initi-
ate magnetization precession around the X+ (Fig. 10(a))
or the Y + (Fig. 10(b)) easy axis with e–LH excitation
(~ωp=3.14eV). An impulsive magnetization at τ=0 is ob-
served in the ps trajectory of Fig. 10. The initial phase
of these magnon oscillations is opposite between the X+0
and Y +0 states, due to the opposite directions of the fs
spin–orbit torques (Fig. 6(a)). We then send a control
laser pulse at τ=74ps (Ωτ=pi) or at τ=148ps (Ωτ=2pi),
but use either ~ωp=3.14eV (e–LH optical transitions) or
~ωp=3.02eV (e–HH optical transitions). By controlling
the direction of fs spin–orbit torque with such frequency
tuning, we show that we can both enhance and suppress
the amplitude of the magnetization precession at both
Ωτ=pi and Ωτ=2pi. While for Ωτ=pi we suppress mag-
netic ringing when applying the same fs spin–orbit torque
as for τ=0 (~ωp=3.14eV), we enhance it by applying an
opposite fs spin–orbit torque (~ωp=3.02eV). Similarly, at
time Ωτ=2pi, we enhance the ringing when applying fs
spin–orbit torque in the same direction as for τ=0 and
suppress it by reversing the direction. We thus gain flex-
ibility for controlling magnon oscillations.
Unlike for harmonic precession, switching also involves
nonlinearities and anharmonic effects. In Fig. 11(a), a
X+→Y +→X−→Y − switching pathway (dashed line) is
initiated at τ=0 as in Fig. 8(c). After about 200ps,
the magnetization switches to Y −, after overcoming the
intermediate states Y + and X−. The X–component of
the magnetization then oscillates with a significant am-
plitude (magnetic ringing, dashed curve in Fig. 11(a)
and Fig. 8(c)). Fig. 11(a) (solid curve) demonstrates
suppression of this ringing by a control laser–pulse–train
that arrives at any time after the switching is completed.
To accomplish this, we tune the direction and strength
of fs spin–orbit torques. Figs. 11(b) and (c) demon-
strate that the control pulse–train can also stop the
X+→Y +→X−→Y − switching at one of the intermedi-
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FIG. 10: (Color Online) Two 100fs laser pulses, delayed by
τ , control magnon oscillations via fs spin–orbit torque. The
first pulse, ~ωp=3.14eV, starts the precession (frequency Ω)
at τ=0. The second pulse, ~ωp = 3.02eV or ~ωp = 3.14eV,
arrives at τ=74ps (Ωτ=pi) or τ=148ps (Ωτ=2pi). Equilibrium
magnetic state: (a): X+ and (b): Y +.
ate magnetic states before reaching Y −. However, we
must use different ωp at Y
+ and X− in order to get an
opposing fs spin–orbit torque, as the direction of the lat-
ter depends on the magnetic state. In Fig. 11(b) we stop
the switching at the X− magnetic state, after passing
through Y+, by exciting with ~ωp=3.14eV at τ∼100ps
(e–LH photoexcitation). Fig. 11(c) shows that we can
stop at Y + after ∼35ps, by exerting a clockwise spin–
torque using ~ωp=3.02eV (HH photoholes). A more dra-
matic demonstration of the flexibility offered by fs spin–
orbit torque is given in Fig. 11(d). Here we initiate the
X+→Y − switching as above and then stop it immedi-
ately, by applying a control laser–pulse–train at τ=2ps,
i.e. long before any oscillations can develop. Instead of
relying on the precession phase as in Fig. 10, we apply
a sufficiently strong clockwise fs spin–orbit torque that
opposes the magnetization motion. In this way, we stop
the magnetization at its tracks, after a minimal motion
without oscillations. We conclude that coherent optical
control of the mobile spin excited during fs laser pulses
allows us to suppress both magnetic ringing and non-
linear switching rotations, by controlling the direction,
duration, and magnitude of fs spin–orbit torques.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In this paper we used density–matrix equations of
motion with bandstructure to describe photoexcitation
and control of fs spin–orbit torques analogous to the
static current–induced ones in spintronics. In this all–
optical way, we can initiate and control multiple mag-
netic switchings and magnetic ringing. The proposed
non–adiabatic mechanism involves optical control of di-
rection, magnitude, and temporal profile of fs spin–
orbit torque sequences. This is achieved by tuning,
via the optical field, a short–lived population and spin
imbalance between exchange–split bands with different
spin–orbit interactions. The photoexcited spin magni-
tude and direction depend on symmetry–breaking aris-
ing from the non–perturbative competition of spin–orbit
and spin–exchange couplings of coherent photoholes. We
validated our initial prediction of fs spin–orbit torque3
by comparing our calculations to existing magneto–
optical pump–probe measurements, which monitor the
very early ∼100fs temporal regime following excitation
with a single linearly–polarized pulse. The most clear ex-
perimental signature is the observation of laser–induced
fs magnetic hysteresis and switching of the direction
of out–of–plane femtosecond magnetization component
with magnetic state. Such magnetic hysteresis is absent
without pump, while static planar Hall effect measure-
ments observe similar switchings in the transverse com-
ponent of the Hall magnetoresistivity. Switching of the
direction of the laser–induced fs transverse magnetiza-
tion with magnetic state cannot arise from longitudinal
nonlinear optical effects and demagnetization/amplitude
changes. The dependence on magnetic state disappears
with increasing perpendicular magnetic field, which sup-
presses the magnetization re–orientation. In this way we
can separate experimentally longitudinal and transverse
femtosecond magnetization changes. We discussed two
theoretical results that may be useful for coherent control
of magnetic memory states and magnetic ringing via fs
spin–orbit torque: (i) We showed that femtosecond opti-
cal excitation can start, stop, and restart switching path-
ways between the adiabatic free energy magnetic states
in any direction. Based on this, we gave an example of se-
quences of laser–pulse trains that can provide controlled
access to four different magnetic states via consequative
90o switchings, clockwise or counter–clockwise. (ii) We
demonstrated optical control of magnon oscillations and
switching rotations and suppression of magnetic ringing
at any time, long or short. For this we enhance spin–
orbit torque via pulse–shaping and control its direction
via the frequency.
The model four–state magnetic memory of Fig. 1(b)
allows for verifiable tests to determine the feasibility of
our fs spin–orbit torque proposal in realistic materials.
A full non–thermal control of this four–state memory
using our scheme requires the following: (i) The com-
petition between spin–orbit and magnetic exchange in-
teraction breaks the symmetry while the laser electric
field couples to the material, so e–h pair excitations can
be photoexcited with a finite spin. There is no need to
transfer angular–momentum from the photons (no circu-
lar polarization of the laser light), since spin–orbit cou-
pling does not conserve spin. (ii) The direction, mag-
nitude, and duration of the non–thermal carrier spin is
coherently controlled by the optical field. In particular,
the direction of photoexcited spin is controlled by the
laser frequency, the magnetic state, and the symmetry–
breaking. Importantly, its magnitude increases with laser
intensity and E2, while its temporal profile follows that
of the laser pulse if relaxation is faster. Such character-
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FIG. 11: (Color online) Time–dependence of magnetization components controlled by a time–delayed fs spin–orbit torque pulse
train. (a): A X+→Y +→X−→Y − switching pathway is initiated at τ=0 with HH photoexcitation (dashed line). After it
completes, the magnetic ringing is reduced with a control laser–pulse–train that exerts opposing fs spin–orbit torques at any
time (solid line). (b): X+→Y − switching of (a) is terminated via opposing fs spin–orbit torques after magnetization reversal
to X−. (c): X+→Y − switching of (a) is terminated via a control laser–pulse–train after 90o rotation to Y +. (d): X+→Y −
switching of (a) is stopped immediately after it is initiated, via opposing fs spin–orbit torque at τ=2ps.
istics of fs spin–orbit torque can distinguish it from adia-
batic changes. (iii) The photoexcited carrier spin–pulses
exert fs spin–orbit–torques on the collective local spin
and move it “suddenly”, in a controllable direction that
depends on the magnetic state and the laser frequency.
Important is the pump–induced fs magnetic hysteresis
for small magnetic fields, absent in the static Kerr rota-
tion angle without pump. By coherently controlling the
non–thermal population imbalance of exchange–split car-
rier bands with different spin–orbit interactions, we can
move the local spin via non–adiabatic interaction with
mobile spins. (iv) Laser–pulse–shaping22 and increased
pump–fluence allow us to access optically the magnetic
nonlinearities of the carrier free energy. In this way, we
may initiate or modify, during fs timescales, determin-
istic switchings to any available magnetic state. (v) By
using control pulse–trains with appropriate frequencies,
we suppress and restart switching rotations at interme-
diate magnetic states and suppress magnetic ringing af-
ter switchings complete. While coherent suppression of
magnon oscillations is possible by taking advantage of
the precession phase, here we mainly relied on control-
ling the direction of fs spin–orbit torque with respect to
the direction of magnetization rotation. In this way we
suppressed and enhanced both switching and ringing at
long and short times.
To control the entire four–state memory as in Fig.
9, we had to use two time–delayed laser–pulse–trains
with different frequencies at each intermediate magnetic
state. The first excitation suppresses the switching rota-
tion/ringing in order to access the state, while the second
excitation restarts the process and moves the magneti-
zation to the next magnetic state in the desired direc-
tion. While such control of the magnetization trajec-
tory occurs on the 100fs timescale of coherent photoex-
citation, the initiated deterministic switchings complete
on ∼100ps timescales, as determined by the free energy
and micromagnetic parameters. In a massively–parallel
memory, we can control n different bits simultaneously
on the 100fs timescale without waiting for each switch-
ing to complete. For large n, this would ideally result in
memory reading and writing at ∼10THz speeds.
Our proposed fs spin–orbit torque mechanism may
be relevant to different unexplored spin–orbit coupled
materials with coexisting mobile and local carriers,11
for example topological insulators doped with magnetic
impurities.9,10 Important for practical implementations
and experimental proof of fs spin–orbit torque is to iden-
tify materials where the quasi–thermal/adiabatic and
non–thermal/non–adiabatic contributions to the mag-
netic anisotropy can be distinguished experimentally. It
is possible to separate these two based on their tempo-
ral profiles and their dependence on photoexcitation in-
tensity, laser frequency, and external magnetic field. In
(Ga,Mn)As, Fig. 3 shows photogeneration of a “sud-
den” magnetization laser–induced re–orientation and fs
magnetic hysteresis for magnetic field perpendicular to
the sample plane. Such magnetic field cants the ground
state magnetization out of the plane, from Sz=0 (B=0)
to Sz≈±S (large B). When Sz≈0 in equilibrium, ∆Sz(t)
measures transverse magnetization re–orientation and
magnetic hysteresis correlated with in–plane switching,
while when Sz≈S longitudinal changes dominate ∆Sz(t)
and there is no hysteresis. In this way, a perpendicular
magnetic field can be used to elucidate the physical origin
of the fs magneto–optical pump–probe signal dynamics.
Distinct thermal and non–thermal contributions to the ps
magnetization trajectory were also observed experimen-
tally at ~ωp∼1.5eV.
35 They were separated based mainly
on pump fluence dependence and by controlling the mate-
rial’s micromagnetic parameters. Qualitative differences
in the magnetization trajectory were observed above ∼70
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µJ/cm2 pump fluence. Below this, the easy axis rotates
smoothly inside the plane, due to laser–induced tem-
perature increase during ∼10ps timescales.32,35 Above
∼70 µJ/cm2, a sub–picosecond “sudden” magnetization
component is clearly observed.32,35 Importantly, while
the precession frequency γHFS increases linearly with
equilibrium temperature, it saturates with pump fluence
above ∼70µJ/cm2, even though the impulsive out–of–
plane magnetization tilt continues to increase.35 In con-
trast, the pump–induced reflectivity increases linearly
with pump intensity up to much higher fluences ∼150-
200µJ/cm2,35 which indicates non–thermal photocarri-
ers. At high intensities of 100’s of µJ/cm2, fs demagne-
tization through dynamical polarization of longitudinal
hole spins dominates.62
In closing, we note that the discussed concepts are
of more general applicability to condensed matter sys-
tems. The main idea is the possibility to tailor order
parameter dynamics via optical coherent control of non–
thermal carrier poulations, as well as via charge fluc-
tuations and interactions driven while the optical field
couples to the material. The initial coherent excitation
temporal regime may warrant more attention in various
condensed matter systems.1,4 An analogy can be drawn
to the well–known coherent control of femtosecond chem-
istry and photosynthetic dynamics, where the photoprod-
ucts of chemical and biochemical reactions can be in-
fluenced by creating coherent superpositions of molec-
ular states.64 Similarly, in condensed matter systems,
laser–driven e–h pairs (optical polarization) can tailor
non–adiabatic “initial conditions” that drive subsequent
phase dynamics governed by the free energy. An anal-
ogy can also be drawn to parameter quenches studied
in cold atomic gases. “Quasi–instantaneous” quenches
drive dynamics that, in some cases such as BCS super-
conductors, can be mapped to classical spin dynamics.
Coherent dynamics of superconducting order parameters
are now beginning to be studied in condensed matter
systems,67,68 and an analogy to the magnetic order pa-
rameter studied here is clear. Other examples include
quantum femtosecond magnetism in strongly–correlated
manganites,1,4 photon–dressed Floquet states in topo-
logical insulators,69 or the existence of non–equilibrium
phases in charge–density–wave47 and other correlated
systems. Femtosecond nonlinear optical spectroscopy of-
fers the time resolution needed to disentangle different
order parameters that are strongly coupled in the ground
state, based on their different dynamics after “sudden”
departure from equilibium.47,48 Multi–pulse switching
protocols based on non–adiabatic quantum excitations
can control non–equilibrium phase transitions, by initi-
ating phase dynamics in a controllable way.1,4
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Appendix A: Fermi–Dirac/Adiabatic versus
Non–thermal/Non–adiabatic Magnetic Anisotropy
In this appendix we discuss the two contributions
to laser–induced anisotropy, non–thermal and quasi–
thermal. The adiabatic/quasi–thermal contribution
comes from relaxed Fermi–Dirac carriers. The non–
adiabatic contribution comes from the coherent/non–
thermal photoexcited carriers, whose populations in-
crease with intensity during photoexcitation. In the ini-
tial stage, these non–thermal carriers come from the con-
tinuum of e–h excitations excited by the fs laser pulse, so
they follow its temporal profile. At a second stage, they
redistribute among the different k and band states while
also scattering with the Fermi sea carriers.
1. Non–thermal/non–adiabatic magnetic
anisotropy
We use density matrix equations of motion and band-
structure to describe the femtosecond photoexcitation of
short–lived photohole spin–pulses driven by four com-
peting effects: (i) magnetic exchange interaction be-
tween local and mobile spins, (ii) spin–orbit coupling of
the mobile carriers, (iii) coherent nonlinear optical pro-
cesses, and (iv) fast carrier relaxation. The interplay
of these contributions breaks the symmetry and excites
a controllable fs magnetic anisotropy field due to non–
thermal photocarriers. The photoexcited spin, Eq.(3),
is expressed in terms of the electronic density matrix,
which resolves the different band and k–direction con-
tributions. Density matrix equations of motion were
derived for the time–dependent Hamiltonian H(t), Eq.
(8), with bandstructure treated within standard tight–
binding and mean–field approximations. This Hamilto-
nian has fast and slow contributions. Its adiabatic part
Hb(S0), Eq. (4), depends on the slowly varying (ps) spin
S0. The eigenstates of Hb(S0) describe electronic bands
determined by periodic potential, spin–orbit, and adia-
batic magnetic exchange couplings. The latter,
Hpd(S0) = βcS0 · sˆh, (A1)
where sˆh is the hole spin operator, leads to exchange–
splitting of the HH and LH semiconductor valence bands
determined by the exchange energy ∆pd=βcS. It also
modifies the direction of photoexcited spin, by compet-
ing with the spin–orbit coupling of the mobile carriers
characterized by the energy splitting ∆so of the spin–
orbit–split valence band of the parent material (GaAs) at
k=0. By adding to the Hamiltonian carrier–carrier and
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carrier–phonon interactions, we can also treat relaxation,
included here by introducing the non–thermal population
relaxation time T1 and the e–h dephasing time T2.
We describe the band eigenstates of the adiabatic elec-
tronic Hamiltonian Hb(S0) by using the semi–empirical
tight–binding model that reliably describes the GaAs
bandstructure.51 Compared to the standard k · p effec-
tive mass approximation, this tight–binding approach al-
lows us to address states with large momenta k. Such
anisotropic and non–parabolic band states contribute for
laser frequencies away from the band–edge. Following
Ref.[51], we include the quasi–atomic spin–degenerate or-
bitals 3s, 3px, 3py, 3pz, and 4s of the two atoms per GaAs
unit cell and use the tight–binding parameter values of
the Slater–Koster sp3s∗ model. We add to this descrip-
tion of the parent material the mean–field coupling of the
Mn spin, Eq.(A1), which modifies spin–mixing in a non–
perturbative way. Similar to Ref.[51], we diagonalize the
Hamiltonian Hb=H
c
b+H
v
b to obtain the conduction (H
c
b )
and valence (Hvb ) bands sketched in Fig. 1(a):
Hb(S0) =
∑
kn
εckn eˆ
†
kneˆkn +
∑
kn
εv−kn hˆ
†
−knhˆ−kn. (A2)
The eigenvalues εc
kn(S0) and ε
v
−kn(S0) describe the con-
duction and valence band energy dispersions.
While S0 varies on a ps timescale much slower than the
laser–induced electronic fluctuations, the rapidly–varying
(fs) part of the Hamiltonian H(t), ∆Hexch(t) + HL(t),
drives “sudden” deviations from adiabaticity. ∆Hexch(t),
Eq.(9), describes non–adiabatic interactions of photocar-
rier spins with the fs magnetization ∆S(t) induced by fs
spin–orbit torque. HL(t) describes the optical field dipole
coupling within the rotating wave approximation:
HL(t) = −
∑
nmk
dnmk(t) eˆ
†
km hˆ
†
−kn + h.c, (A3)
where dnmk(t) = µnmkE(t) is the Rabi energy, E(t) is
the pump electric field, and µnmk is the dipole transition
matrix element between the valence band n and the con-
duction band m at momentum k. These dipole matrix
elements also depend on S0 and are expressed in terms
of the tight-binding parameters of Hb(k) as in Ref.[63]:
µnmk =
i
εmk − εnk
〈nk|∇kHb(k)|mk〉. (A4)
The density matrix 〈ρˆ〉 obeys the equations of motion
i~
∂〈ρˆ〉
∂t
= 〈[ρˆ, H(t)]〉+ i~
∂〈ρˆ〉
∂t
|relax. (A5)
The hole populations and coherences between valence
bands are given by the equation of motion
i~ ∂t〈hˆ
†
−knhˆ−kn′〉 −
(
εv
kn′ − ε
v
kn − iΓ
h
nn′
)
〈hˆ†−knhˆ−kn′〉
=
∑
m
d∗mnk(t) 〈hˆ−kn′ eˆkm〉 −
∑
m
dmn′k(t) 〈hˆ−kneˆkm〉
∗
+βc∆S
∑
l
[
sh
kn′l〈hˆ
†
−knhˆ−kl〉 − s
h∗
knl〈hˆ
†
−klhˆ−kn′〉
]
,(A6)
where n=n′ describes the non–thermal populations and
n 6=n′ the coherent superpositions of different valence
band states. Γhnn=~/T1 characterizes the non–thermal
population relaxation. Γhnn′ are the inter–valence–band
dephasing rates, which are short and do not play an im-
portant role here. The first term on the rhs describes
the photoexcitation of hole populations in band states
(n,k) that depend on S0. The second term is beyond
a simple rate equation approximation and describes the
non–adiabatic changes in the hole states induced by their
interaction with the rapidly varying (fs) photoinduced
magnetization ∆S(t), Eq.(9). Similarly,
i~ ∂t〈eˆ
†
kneˆkn′〉 − (ε
c
kn′ − ε
c
kn − iΓ
e
nn′) 〈eˆ
†
kneˆkn′〉 =∑
m′
d∗nm′k〈hˆ−km′ eˆkn′〉 −
∑
m′
dn′m′k〈hˆ−km′ eˆkn〉
∗,(A7)
where the rates Γenn′ characterize the electron relaxation.
In the above equations of motion, the photoexcitation
of the carrier populations and coherences is driven by
the nonlinear e–h optical polarization 〈hˆ−kneˆkm〉 (off–
diagonal density matrix element). This coherent ampli-
tude characterizes the e–h excitations driven by the op-
tical field, which here only exist during the laser pulse
since their lifetime T2 (dephasing time) is short:
i~ ∂t〈hˆ−kneˆkm〉 − (ε
c
km + ε
v
kn − i~/T2) 〈hˆ−kneˆkm〉
= −dmnk(t)
[
1− 〈hˆ†−knhˆ−kn〉 − 〈eˆ
†
kmeˆkm〉
]
+βc∆S(t) ·
∑
n′
sh
knn′ 〈hˆ−kn′ eˆkm〉
+
∑
n′ 6=n
dmn′k(t) 〈hˆ
†
−kn′ hˆ−kn〉
+
∑
m′ 6=m
dm′nk(t) 〈eˆ
†
km′ eˆkm〉. (A8)
The nonlinear contributions to the above equation in-
clude Phase Space Filling (first line), transient changes in
the non–equilibrium hole states due to the non–adiabatic
magnetic exchange interaction ∆Hexch(t) (second line),
and coupling to h–h (third line) and e–e (fourth line)
Raman coherences. The coupled Eqs. (A6), (A7), (A8),
and (11) describe photoexcitation of non–thermal carri-
ers modified by the local spin rotation. They were derived
in Refs.[3,17] using Hartree–Fock factorization.13,60
2. Adiabatic/Fermi–Dirac anisotropy
The equilibrium mobile carriers can be described by
Fermi–Dirac populations, fnk, of the eigenstates of
the adiabatic Hamiltonian Hb(S0), which determine the
quasi–equilibrium anisotropy field HFS , Eq. (6).
24,31,35
We simplify this thermal contribution by neglecting any
laser–induced changes in carrier temperature and chemi-
cal potential, which add to our predicted effects. A laser–
induced thermal field ∆HFS(t) develops indirectly from
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fs spin–orbit torque as the net spin of the hole Fermi
sea bath adjusts to the new non–equilibrium direction
of S(t).17 As already seen from calculations of magnetic
anisotropy that assume a Fermi–Dirac distribution,6,35
the small (∼µeV) free energy differences with S result
in anisotropy fields of the order of 10’s of mT. The dis-
crepancies between theory and experiment seem to im-
ply that non–equilibrium distributions that are broad in
energy are necessary in order to explain the magnitude
of the observed effects.27 Our time–domain calculation
of laser–induced magnetic anisotropy driven by the pho-
toexcited fs population and spin imbalance agrees with
experimental measurements. However, we must still in-
clude the thermal Fermi sea anisotropy in order to de-
scribe the four–state magnetic memory. For this we ex-
press the free energy in the experimentally–observed form
dictated by symmetry,6,38,59 also obtained by expanding
the theoretical expression:6
Eh(S) = Kc(Sˆ
2
xSˆ
2
y + Sˆ
2
xSˆ
2
z + Sˆ
2
y Sˆ
2
z ) +KuzSˆ
2
z −KuSˆxSˆy,
(A9)
where Sˆ=S/S is the unit vector that gives the in-
stantaneous magnetization direction. Kc is the cu-
bic anisotropy constant, Kuz is the uniaxial con-
stant, which includes both strain and shape anisotropies,
and Ku describes an in–plane anisotropy due to
strain. We used measured anisotropy parameter values38
Kc=0.0144meV, Ku=0.00252meV, and Kuz=0.072meV.
We thus obtain the thermal anisotropy field
γHFS = −
2Kc
S
Sˆ+
1
S
(2KcSˆ
3
x +KuSˆy,
2KcSˆ
3
y +KuSˆx, 2KcSˆ
3
z − 2KuzSˆz). (A10)
The above expression describes the equilibrium magnetic
nonlinearities of the realistic material. By expressing S
in terms of the polar angles φ and θ, defined with respect
to the crystallographic axes, we obtain the easy axes from
the condition S×HFS=0, by solving the equations
2Kc cos
3 θ − (Kc +Kuz) cos θ +
BS
2
= 0 (A11)
sin 2φ =
Ku
Kc sin
2 θ
, (A12)
where we added the external magnetic field B along the
[001] direction. For B=0, θ=pi/2 and Eq.(A12) gives the
in–plane easy axes of Fig. 1(b). For smallKu, these mag-
netic statesX+, X−,Y +, and Y − are tilted from the [100]
and [010] crystallographic directions by few degrees inside
the plane.32,59 As can be seen from Eq.(A11), the B–field
along [001] cants the easy axes out of the plane. In this
case, θ 6=pi/2 and Eq.(A12) shows a simultaneous rota-
tion inside the plane. The above out–of–plane easy axis
component, measured by the static Kerr rotation angle
θK(B),
34,62 varies smoothly with magnetic field. On the
other hand, Eq.(A12) gives two different values for φ (X
and Y ), which can switch due to either B–field changes
(as seen in the transverse Hall magnetoresistivity34) or
laser–induced fs spin–orbit torque (as predicted here).
Appendix B: Band Continuum of Electronic States
The average hole spin sh(t), Eq.(3), that triggers the
fs magnetization dynamics here has contributions sh
kn(t)
from an anisotropic continuum of photoexcited non–
parabolic band states. At ~ωp∼1.5eV, this continuum
includes disordered–induced states below the bandgap
of the pure semiconductor.27 At ~ωp∼3.1eV, photoex-
citation of such impurity band/defect states is small,
while the almost parallel conduction and valence bands
lead to excitation of a wide range of k states. Inte-
gration over the Brillouin zone momenta, as in Eq.(3),
presents a well–known challenge for calculating magnetic
anisotropies and other properties of real materials.58 To
simplify the problem, one often calculates the quantities
of interest at select k–points and replaces the integral by
a weighted sum over these “special points” (special point
approximation).58 In our previous work,3 we considered
eight special k–points (Λ–point7) along {111}. While this
approximation takes into account the general features of
the anisotropic states, it misses important details, such
as strong band non–parabolicity, density of states, and
photoexcited carrier densities. To compare with the pho-
tocarrier densities in the experiment and to address is-
sues such as the frequency dependence of the photoex-
cited spins, we must include continua of band states
in our calculation. Here we integrate over the band–
momenta along the eight {111} symmetry lines by using
the “special lines approximation” discussed in Ref.[66].
At ~ωp≈3.1eV, we approximate the three–dimensional
momentum integral by a sum of one–dimensional inte-
grals along the eight k directions populated by photoex-
cited carriers. This simple approximation includes the
anisotropic, non–parabolic band continua.66
Following Ref.[66], we first express
1
V
∑
k
∆shk =
1
(2pi)3
∫
BZ
∆shk dk
=
∫
dΩ
4pi
[
1
(2pi)3
∫ kBZ
0
4pik2dk∆sh
k
]
, (B1)
where kBZ is the Brillouin zone boundary and dΩ is the
angular integral. To calculate the above angular–average,
we use the special lines approximation66∫
dΩ
4pi
∆sh
k
=
∑
α
wα∆s
h
kα, (B2)
where α runs over the dominant symmetry directions, k
is the wavevector amplitude, and wα are weight factors.
For ~ωp ∼3.1eV, the dominant contribution comes from
the eight {111} symmetry directions, so we approximate
1
V
∑
k
∆sh
k
=
1
(2pi)3
∑
α={111}
wα
∫ kBZ
0
4pik2∆shkα dk.(B3)
Instead of eight discrete k–point populations as in Ref.[3],
here we consider continuum distributions along the eight
18
one–dimensional k–lines. While the estimation of op-
timum weight factors wα is beyond the scope of this
paper,58 the order of magnitude of the predicted ef-
fects is not sensitive to their precise value. We fix
wα=w by reproducing the net photohole density n at
one experimentally–measured intensity:
n =
1
V
∑
k
∑
n
∆〈hˆ†−kn hˆ−kn〉
=
w
(2pi)3
∑
β={111}
∫ kBZ
0
4pik2∆〈hˆ†kβn hˆkβn〉. (B4)
For the results of Fig. 3, the photocarrier density
n∼6×1018/cm3 for pump fluence ∼7 µJ/cm2 gives
w∼1/15. The same order of magnitude of n is obtained,
however, for all other reasonable values of w.66 We then
used this weight factor for all other laser intensities.
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